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6

Abstract7

This study accommodates consumer buying behavior with the media psychology. It provides a8

deeper understanding of media psychology, advertising psychology and the internet advertising9

deductively. To contribute the marketing evaluation, gives an insight to the accumulated10

information from factors and internal influences affecting consumer behavior.The data11

engaged in explaining the study, determined with interpretations of the in depthinterviews12

with the psychologist. The purpose of the study analyzing the psychology professionals’13

opinions about the internet advertising effects on consumer buying behavior in the light of14

media psychology. This study provides benefits for both brand advertisers and media15

consumers to execute a causation from the psychology professionals.16

17

Index terms— media psychology, advertising psychology, consumer behavior, internet advertising.18

1 Introduction19

edia Psychology is an important branch and rising trend to analyze the interaction among consumers, advertising20
and technology. In Turkey, Media Psychology has a shadowy figure and the relationship between media and21
consumer behavior is not adequately interpreted. Media, advertising and consumer behavior are grounded22
their theory form psychology and they are interconnected with each other. The APA (American Psychology23
Association) named the division 46 as Society for Media Psychology and Technology thus, by definition of media24
psychology focuses on the people and technology interactions and relationships. The pioneers of the filed Fischoff25
(2005) has explained the purview of Media Psychology in his article and Luskin (2012) has clarified the usefulness26
of the branch in his psychology series. Also, Rutledge (2010) has demonstrated the why it is a needed field in her27
report. Each passing day, there are increasing amount of articles and studies related to the field however, this28
study primes the subject in terms of the online advertising efficiency on consumers via the interpretations of the29
psychologists.30

The purpose of the study analyzing the reciprocal relationship of internet advertising efficiency and consumer31
buying behavior from the eye of the psychology professionals in the light of media psychology. To transmit32
the psychological information and clarify the technological advertising; the literature review has deductively33
described with media psychology, advertising psychology and internet advertising admitting the name of APA’s34
46. division. In today’s world, people consume media more than water. Formerly media and internet were not35
taking a place in daily life however, in the 21st-century people consume media more than water. Furaiji et.36
al. (2012) mentioned the importance of understanding influencers of consumer behavior in their article thus, to37
understand today’s consumption; the consumer behavior knowledge and theory enlighten the subject.38

Fiore and McLuhan (1967, p.9) describe the medium as a technological factor that changes our lives39
interrelatedly. Media has to be considered as an environment to understand the society ??Fiore & McLuhan40
1967, p.26). People are consuming an idea, service or product via media tools inevitably and there are abundant41
studies related to the subject. However, there is a gap among conducted researches related with media psychology42
and consumer behavior relationships which only concerns and examines the domain’s specialists as interviewees.43
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4 B) ADVERTISING PSYCHOLOGY

Therefore, the analyses of the hypotheses have been questioned to the psychologists to interpret the related44
subjects of the study. The psychologists have answered the in-depth interview questions not only from the45
professional perception but also from the consumer perception. for both marketers and media consumers from46
the professional eyes. This study is beneficial for both brand advertisers and media consumers to provide a47
causation from the psychologists.48

2 II.49

3 Literature Review a) Media Psychology50

The keystones of Media Psychology springs from the application of the psychology in communication. The51
prime values of the discipline, mostly based on the social psychology theories and the mass communication52
improvements. The technological developments in mass communication dominate the Media Psychology research53
fields. The way of how the explications are going in media psychology, depends on the eye of the explicator. For54
instance, the fields such as; marketing and advertising insert a different point of view to the discipline ??Dill55
2013, p.9).56

The establishment of a discipline has to fulfill some requirements such as published books, articles, journals,57
university programs, organizations and far more than those the distinction needs a ’new media’ that encompasses58
the ideology of the field (Dill, op.cit, p.10). The founder of Gestalt school of psychology Dr. Max Wertheimer,59
around 1912, submitted a paradigm for the whole figure and its combining but separated parts. Gestalt theories60
and laws are used for advertisements, brand logos, photography and several other visuals ??Zakia 2007, p.28).61
Thus, psychologists have started to consider the all Gestalt theories are relative to different media forms ??Dill,62
??p.cit, ??.15). Along these lines, the roots of media psychology started to preoccupy social psychologist minds63
almost ninety years ago. The social psychologist and pioneer Hugo Münsterberg was mostly interested in how64
motion picture affects the audience psychologically 1 .It was a necessity because only the audience can help the65
media mediums to survive and only the bystanders can create the new expectations and also technologies 2 1 .66
In consideration of the observations, Müstenberg found similarities between the art of film and the human mind67
perception. Film and the human mind are transforming the information in other words they are not perceiving68
the information as it is ??Dill, loc.cit). The studies of Hugo Münsterberg are still in use for film grammar studies69
in universities .70

Back then the television became the main topic of the 1950s and the academics were solicitous about analyzing71
the influences of advertisements, programs and shows on children 1 . Through the years, while technological72
developments were influencing the mass communication tools, the comprehension of psychology was becoming73
clear also. In this manner, mass media became a major communicator and its analysis derived from media74
psychology 3 . As an illustration, the September 11 Attacks were in front of the eyes of everyone who watched75
television. Besides the victims and the witnesses of that moment, the whole world watched those terrible seconds76
over and over again via television and many psychologists analyzed the situation in front of the cameras ??Giles77
2003, p.2).78

4 b) Advertising Psychology79

Due to the human nature, if we hear a sound in a high pitch, a psychophysiological reaction emerges and we80
rotate ourselves towards the sound. If it is catchy enough we memorized it. It was a known fact since the81
ancient times, thus the shopkeepers of yore were yelling the product’s name loudly as a basic advertising tactic82
to take attention of customers 4 Theoretically, psychology methods involved in the advertisement in 1895. The83
scientific method survey is conducted by Harlow Gale. The survey included unconscious behavioral regulations84
and mentally cognitive conditions related to the expressions towards advertisements analyzed. The subsequent85
step arised from Walter Dill Scott. He realized that advertisements can easily take consumers under the control by86
demand, necessity, and obligation. As a consequence, Harry Hollingworth bolstered the advertisements research87
to make the structural perception more effective. The psychologist John B. Watson, attached the emotions88
theory to advertisements to alert people from the mind to sprit for his studies in the 1920s. Moreover, according89
to Watson, the role of celebrities was important for advertisements in terms of appealing consumers to make90
a success with the envisioned target market . 5 Even though so much efforts have been made to create an ad91
for today, customers do not let the advertisement to enter their life in many instances. Nonetheless, the drinks92
and snacks that we consume while we watch a movie in the theater resemble the movie itself. However, If the93
audiences realize the reminiscent clues within the advertising, they annoy and it causes uneasy situations. Hence;94
advertisers derived several methods from psychology theories such as; persuasion, memory, cognition etc. The95
advertisers expected that their advertisings persuade consumers. They also want that consumers remembered96
their advertisings. They would like to be ’the one’ that gets all the attention based upon to sell an ideology,97
service or product inside the consumers’ mind . 6 4 . In a certain sense, there is a huge rivalry among brands and98
consumer are more aware of advertisements than ever before thus, advertisements have to acquire to be more99
clever compared to baseline (Giles, op.cit. pp.105-106).100
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5 c) The Internet Advertising101

Not later than the growing moments of the internet, Madison Avenue realized the role of the digital world. The102
online advertising started to play a huge role in the expansion of the companies (Tavor 2011).103

In case shorten the meaning, online advertising is; commercializing goods, ideologies, services on the internet.104
There are limitless ways of advertising on the internet thus online platform has more than one face. Thereby,105
the digital advertising along is not as expensive as traditional advertising media (Nichols 2013, p.62). The 21st106
century is one of the eras that any kind of small or large business can not survive without advertising on the107
internet. Internet advertising has the exclusive capacity to reach all wide world in a short amount of time when108
it used wisely just like all other media advertisement types 7 Developing technology brought us the Web 1.0,109
thus advertisements changed their ways. Via online advertisements, consumers were in touch with the companies.110
Afterward, Web 2.0 emerged social media and everybody started to use the internet for communicating with their111
friends. People use it for people. Social content changed and along these lines, ordinary people as consumers112
started to trust their personal experiences about a brand. Companies started to comprehend social media and113
advertisements changed their fashion again. Although brands reached plenty of people just like they planned,114
online media has more manipulative features than print or broadcast media. Hence, consumers started to have115
trust issues . 8 In other words, consumers start to not rely on wide-open digital advertisements, they start to116
trust consumer ads. Additionally, through internet’s nature, people carry the internet with themselves all the117
time, everywhere via mobile phone or touch pad etc. Taking the internet addiction problem aside, the persuasive118
abilities of advertisement become even more compelling. Through the medium of apps, banners, pop-ups and all119
other useful options of digital media start to fascinate the consumers. Plus, consumers start to comment about120
brands, services or ideologies. The research gate is quite wide open on the internet, therefore honesty emerges .121
9 7 Greener, E., 2016, How to Make Online Advertising Work for You.122

[online] Exactdrive.com. Available at: http://www.exactdrive.com/ news/how-to-make-online-advertising-123
work-for-you [Accessed 11 Mar. 2017]. 8 The source of the trust problem of consumers was not the used124
media tool on its own, because the manipulation is everywhere and brands would like to show the best features125
of their products. Perhaps due to the visual presentation, sound usage or inaccurate written information cause126
bias but, misleading factors are omnipresent. To sum up, specific kinds of online advertisements became the most127
effective promotion tools due to the correlativity of internet and internet of things 10 Everybody loves everything128
about social media and its popularity reflects on its user number and increases rapidly. People keep update their129
pages and they would like to be informed by other pages, too. Thus, they have a feeling named; fear of missing130
out (FOMO), thus addiction endorsed .131

6 11132

. Fear is not an adorable emotion so it causes uneasy situations. People refresh the online pages just not to miss133
anything. Users feel anxious about their real life and real time decisions. Humans always have fear of missing134
out, however, it raises up with mobile technologies. FOMO can cause being online all the time nevertheless135
it works for brands advertisers well. Brands desire to take a place in the consumer’s mind all the time, and136
by dint of FOMO, consumers desire to check online pages all the time. Hence advertisers promote the fear137
because consumers don’t want to miss. This negatively perceived situation turns in brands favor 12 science-138
improves-online-advertising [Accessed 12 Mar. 2017]. 10 Rutledge, P., 2015, Can the Internet Actually Make Us139
More Honest?. [online] Psychology Today. Available at: https://www. psychologytoday.com/blog/positively-140
media/201510/can-the-internetactually-make-us-more-honest [Accessed 2 Feb. 2017]. 11 Palley, W., 2012, Study:141
Our unhappy addiction to social media.142

[online] JWT Intelligence. Available at: https://www.jwtintelligence. com/2012/05/data-point-our-unhappy-143
addiction-to-social-media/ [Accessed 20 Mar. 2017]. 12 . To promote digitally, the survey methods build several144
opportunities for advertisers while defining their target market audiences. Advertisers know their consumers and145
their expectations much better than before. In addition to that, their competitor platform and tracked marketing146
strategy has become stable ??Leskovec et al. 2014, pp. 304-305).147

Online advertising puts a company in a better position. Advertisers can rapidly seize the market situation148
as well as if it is an agency, notify the company for price arrangements and consumer expectations. Digital149
advertising creates an interactive relationship with the consumer as a result of it consumer persistence develops.150
Internet advertising also provides digital stores, in this way brands have an online personality and have different151
types of visual merchandising opportunity (Kayode 2014, pp. 161-163).152

7 d) Factors Affecting Consumer Behavior153

The course of actions of a purchaser for a product persists by particular elements. Those elements can be154
independent of consumer’s personal being and psychological condition but also, the essential factors can change155
in a certain surrounding. The marketers take the effective features, which alters the consumer behavior, into156
consideration during the preparation of marketing mix. Under four categorization those factors are social,157
cultural, personal and psychological (Haghshenas et. at. 2013).158

i159
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13 II. PERCEPTION

8 . Social Factors160

The attached social community of a consumer affects the behavioral attitudes of purchasing. The understanding161
of norms for a community can be different for the another and that versatility reflects on buying behavior. The162
possessed position among the members of association or community affects the buyer’s behavior ??Burnett 2008,163
pp.109-110).164

The reference group and family play an important role to determine social factors (Al-Azzam 2014). Sometimes165
the person can be a member of a group under the determined categorization without notice. The family factor166
can affect the member and the same member can have a role in business life. For example; the member can be a167
girl in a university, considering gender classification. The same girl can be the only child of her family and at the168
same time, she can be the class president. Thus she prefers social factors oriented products to satisfy the needs169
(Khaniwale 2015).170

ii. Cultural Factors Social class differences are easily monitorable by observing the products consumers use171
as well as the conversation styles and acceptance of norms are the key indicators of social class. Even if the172
location is different on the map, the crowds can demonstrate same characteristics in different regions. However,173
the characteristics can be contrary at different places (Ta?demir and Durmaz 2014).174

Culture has a massive impact on societal habits and needs and shows territorial differences regarding the175
consumer behavior. All the members of a significant culture tend to live in accordance with the direction of176
the societal knowledge. Also, the subcultures within the culture signify differentiations. From the dressing style177
to book preferences can change by taking into account the cultural and subcultural differences ??Çelik et. al.178
2011). Furthermore, religion has an impressionable value on culture. The factor of religion forms from several179
rules within the region thus, it reflects itself on buying decisions such as; food, clothing, etc. (Lawan and Zanna180
2013).181

9 iii. Personal Factors182

Starting from the personality, personal factors are related to the individual consumer straightforwardly.183
The occupational situations determine the economic conditions mostly. In accordance with the income level,184

the preferences of consumer products fluctuate. Also, the age group gives a clue about the consumer’s lifestyle and185
age factor can be the indicative of needs (Purwanto 2013). Lifestyle has a symbolic meaning as the combination186
of behavioral habits. With reference to specific lifestyle; products, services and ideologies can change. In addition187
to that, consumed products are the supplementary indicators of the reflection of personality in a material way188
(Muniady et al. 2014).189

10 iv. Psychological Factors190

Buying behavior begins with motivation and motivation is an urge to satisfy the needs depending on the range191
of the necessity of the absence. The momentum of motivation can change considering the biological needs, such192
as; hunger, feeling chilly etc. Additionally, to rise up the self-esteem, the consumer can act in a hurry with a193
huge motivation and forceful feeling to compensate the gap. Therewithal, the sense organs not enough to shape194
the whole picture around us. Humans use the perception to combine all the information with touching to feel195
the pattern of the surface, tasting to feel the flavor, sniffing to feel the odor, seeing to observe the view, hearing196
to listen the sound. Perception map creates the phenomenon with background information and inspiration197
(Mohamed Ali and Ramya 2016). When the consumer determines a value for a product, it happens with the198
help of perception. The end user’s the experiences depending on learning, reflect on the interrelated behavioral199
buying sequence (Furaiji et al. 2012).200

11 e) Internal Influences on Consumer Psychology201

The internal influences can be explained by understanding how a consumer develops reaction towards a revenue202
generating stimuli. When marketers see through consumers’ internal provocateurs, they have more information203
in favor of consumer buying behavior and they progress financially. These internal influences are motivation,204
perception, learning, beliefs, and attitudes (Furaiji et al. loc.cit.).205

12 i. Motivation206

Motivation is an internal power to provoke the proper behavior towards the desired object. The consumers exhibit207
buying behavior for several reasons besides the basic needs. However the elements of buying progress begin with208
the recognition of what you desire. According to Abraham Maslow’s pecking order of needs, whereafter the209
elimination of survival necessities, people start to look for higher demands. By taking into account that, if the210
marketers build a motivational factor for the prospective demand, the success is undeniable (Durmaz 2014).211

13 ii. Perception212

Perception is an individual process and it is not objective. It takes a shape after a process and sources from the five213
senses. The accuracy of perception is not the same for everyone. However, people tend to have similar reactions214
and opinions towards a perceived situation. The attitudes and feelings obtain their result value from gathered215
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information. Moreover, the perception process happens subconsciously. For the marketers, It is important to216
create a nearly universal consent to bolster their brand figure (Yakup and Jablonsk 2012).217

Also, knowing the physiological thresholds for human perception is considerably important for marketers.218
For example; being acquainted with the knowledge of the absolute threshold, can be effective for preparing a219
billboard. If the writings on the billboard are too small, drivers can not see what is written on it. At the220
same time, using the differential threshold data for a marketing promotion campaign can be beneficial for the221
marketers. For instance, minimizing the price and maximizing the size or inserting a colorful image among black222
and white visuals ??Solomon et al. 2006, pp.46-47).223

iii. Learning The process of learning could be sourced from experiences and interactions (Khaniwale, loc. cit.).224
Nevertheless, the person can be reluctant and learning can be. That random activity is a result of the continuing225
nature of learning. Even if they are not into the context the consumers can remember or have information226
about products, services or ideologies and it happens due to the stimuli intervening effect. People can abstract227
the ideologies so learning can change its routine fashion by observation. Consumers’ purchasing decisions are228
associated with the memories which sourced from experiences, their emotional reactions and the story behind229
the occasion (Solomon et al. op.cit. p. 62).230

14 iv. Beliefs and Attitudes231

Beliefs are based on ideological processes and depicted the concepts. The unfavorable beliefs are against the232
marketing success of products thus brands attempt to change the beliefs for their product’s good via several233
campaigns or promotions. The attitudes are based on behavioral processes and inclinations for motions. The234
constructive attitudes towards a product mean marketing achievement however, attitudes can alter regionally.235
Attitudes and beliefs are relevant to each other and associated with consumer buying behavior. The marketers236
would like to sustain positive beliefs and attitudes because they have the profitable and direct connection with237
consumer buying behavior (Durmaz, loc. cit.).238

15 a) Purpose and Scope of Research239

The study of the the effects of media psychology on consumer buying behavior, conducted to provide beneficial240
and psychological market information to brand advertisers and media consumers. The main objective of the241
study is analyzing the reciprocal relationship of internet advertising efficiency and consumer buying behavior242
from the eye of the psychology professionals in the light of media psychology. Media Psychology is a lesser known243
field in Turkey thus, the study purpose to create awareness at the same time.244

16 b) Methods and Sample245

Bearing in mind that the background of media and consumer behavior is psychology, the in-depth interview246
technique has been used to understand the interpretation of effects by psychology professionals. The qualitative247
nature of in-depth interview provided intellectual background information from participants’ point of views and248
personal experiences of the psychologist.249

Theoretically speaking, 12 open ended and explanatory questions have been asked to investigate and250
understand the online advertising effects through media psychology on consumer buying behavior. The251
explanations have been made due to the lesser known information about the media psychology and to give252
a clue to the psychologists. The structured questions are asked due to abstaining from evaluation risk, such as;253
the related field is lesser known, economic situation, religion etc.254

Face to face and computer base face to face interviews have been made and data collected on the written255
documents to report and evaluate. To avoid the interviewer effect, questions are answered by interviewees own.256
The respond timing of interview questions has taken approximately from one to one and half hours. For each257
hypothetical questions, the answered opinions are represented with conceptual analysis due to the subjectivity258
of interview technique nature.259

The number of 15 psychologists from Istanbul area, answered the structured 12 hypothetical questions to report260
their professional opinions. Interviewees are specifically selected according to their educational background. The261
criterion sampling method clarified the hidden methodological pieces of information among the nested hypotheses262
(Suri 2011). Either master degree, doctor of philosophy or experienced clinical psychologists have answered the263
questions. The names of the participants are kept secret and some Many of the psychologists made a consensus264
on that the brands are behaving like a human. Some of the psychologists presented their opinions on, either265
usage of fear of missing out (FOMO) needs a limitation or it does not even affect the self-aware consumers.266

Considering the opinions about, brands are almost acting like a human on the socail media; it is an unsolvable267
problem and anyone can not expect anything from the brands and no one can make a step to stop them as long as268
brands have their followers. Also the user’s anal stage makes matter due to the control mechanisim development.269
Keeping in mind that, brands are using FOMO for their target market and FOMO is the characteristic of270
generation Y thus, consumers have bigger chance to buy a product which promoted by FOMO if they are belong271
to generation Y.272

Considering the limitation, some of the psychologists thinks that it is not ethical because it is provoking the273
comsuption more than ever. However, the unignorable fact of the competition is so high for the companies, that274
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18 V. PEOPLE CAN SKIP THE ADS, CHANGE THE CHANNEL, USE

is why brands are using it massively. In early days, brands were staying just behind if they are not posting but,275
nowadays if they stay one step behind, they disappear. FOMO is not only for people but also for companies are276
suffering from the same reason, too.277

In addition to them, one of the opinions was about the ’awake consumers’. Even if a brand does its best to278
catch the costumer, for a specific amount of people, FOMO is not effective because they can protect themselves.279

17 ii. The manipulated emotions via advertising (for example:280

the fear of aging) is in front of media consumers’ eyes281

every time. Do you have any patient related with the over282

consumption causing from over manipulation?283

Findings of the manipulated emotions via advertising causing over-consumption for the patients, on the whole,284
mentioned for the cosmetic industry. The brands are creating the monotype sense of beauty thus the demands285
for their products are getting higher each day. The exploitatory advertisings of the cosmetic sector are making286
this situation to spend more money and time for therapy, shopping for cosmetic products and surgery; to reach287
the admired and accepted-self.288

However one of the psychologists mentioned a different self-representation example which is a result of effective289
advertising. The results of the brand slogans as a given message are observable in daily life speeches. For instance,290
the client is representing her anxieties via a motto of a brand and she is using the slogans of the cosmetic brands291
while she is going through a change for their life.292

iii. Which one is the more effective advertising tool (printed, tv, radio, internet)?293
The psychologists agreed on the internet that includes all the other mediums, contains other communication294

types and moves ahead of them thus, the advertisers use social media and other channels heavily.295
The psychologist who thought, the most effective advertisement tool is TV, taking into the consideration of296

important shows such as SuperBowl. On the other hand, the TV defense is not for the long term effect, it is just297
for now.298

A few psychologist, based their opinions on the inclusiveness of the ads and the import thing is the user has299
the control or not. When the control is on the user if he or she is not looking for a product the ads are not300
effective. The effective ads are sinking into the subconscious and they are on the tongue in daily life. In addition301
to that, the social media appearance number is important for effectivity.302

iv. What do you think about the used media medium persuasive effects? According to the half of psychologist303
the media tool is not that important; in terms of the personalization, need, and feelings. The psychologists who304
think that the message is far beyond the medium, attach importance to the content of the advertising and the305
ultimate need of believing in something. In addition to that, consumers already know that the advertisements306
are prepared to sell a product, thus the importance of the message than the medium places one step above.307

The evaluations of psychologists regarding the represented medium are important in terms of the persuasion;308
agreed on the social media and internet advertising have disadvantages. However right advertising on the internet309
is more effective. On the internet or for print media, the user can eliminate the advertising. TV has the most310
detailed visual material so the perception is the highest. The attention of the user is on the screen and the311
advertisement on the television takes the attention.312

18 v. People can skip the ads, change the channel, use313

ad-blocks etc. However, humans are in the form of advertisement nowadays (bloggers, Instagram celebrities etc.).314
Do you think that it is ethical? Some psychologist sourced their opinions from the fast consumption attitudes. If315
it is wrong information, it is definitely not ethical by all means. Due to the style of fast consumption to spread316
the product popularity, brands are taking on the responsibility for different options. Already ”Is the advertising317
ethical or not?”, it is the question according to them. However, instead of watching heart-wrenching ads on TV,318
they prefer to watch an entertaining representation episode of an Instagram famous. Some of the psychologists319
think that the responsibility is on the consumer. Any of the consumers can be the advocate or the enemy of a320
brand. Some of them are agreed on the issue in terms of there is nothing to evaluate unethical however it is not321
realistic. The followed bloggers never say anything bad about the products they use. Ambition to make money322
is getting ahead of everything. On the other hand, if someone accepts to be a product for an advertising, it is323
not evaluable for ethical values.324

vi. The internet has limitless options to reach the wanted information thus, research is easier. Do you think325
that it is more effective than printed media or TV advertising?326

Even if the participant psychologists think that the internet opens up the door of multiple information sources327
thus, this makes its advertisements more effective than other media tools, there are some critical approaches328
towards the internet medium.329

The assistive opinions of the internet’s effectivity agreed on the measurable nature of the internet. Success330
is some sort of measurable for the internet however for traditional media it is not possible. In addition to that,331
the traditional media campaigns can reflect on online campaigns. They are different channels and connected to332
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each other. One of the supportive but negative criticisms about the internet was related with the attention and333
pop-ups. The pop-ups don’t take the attention in a good way and after a while user just adblocks them.334

The psychologists who have a different angle mentioned that the users who use the internet mostly for research335
purposes absolutely approved the internet information and advertisement effectivity. According to opinions, the336
internet is very clever and makes it easy to reach information but it is not that clever to figure out what we want337
really. One of the psychologists gave as an example of footprints. When she was conducting a research article338
for residences and visiting a lot of residences’ web pages, the websites followed her footprints and they sent her339
ads all the time. After six months have gone, the residences’ websites kept on sending her ads and probably they340
thought that she was a potential residence buyer.341

vii. What do you think about, even if the participant is not there, the repetitive exposure of bad news sch as342
September 11, terror attacks etc. via media, can cause PTSD (post traumatic stress disorder)? Findings of the343
assumption agreed on the limitation of the bad news presentations. However, some ideological differences shared344
by the psychologists.345

According to the psychologists, under the exposure of repetitive representations, the audience who has been346
exposed, can feel forced to think about it. Today, the audience does not only think, after thinking, the audience347
shares this ideology on social media thus, this situation turns into the ideological activism.348

Due to the ideological differences of psychologists, besides the negative effect of representations the received349
opinions have agreed on the media is carrying out a conscious propaganda. Media mediums create a virtual350
reality and pushing people to believe it. This kind of broadcast visuals used for terrorizing the public. viii. What351
do you think about the multitask nature of the internet, can it provoke us to be a multitask people or make us352
lazy?353

The psychologists who agreed on, the multitask nature of the internet makes us lazy, submit that; while we354
are using the internet, we are not using several functions of our brains. If we look at from a wider view the user355
is only doing one thing ’using the computer’. According to them; there is nothing creative, only muscle memory356
is used during this activities.357

The psychologists who agreed on the internet makes us multi tasked people, submit that; using the internet358
helps to develop motor skills due to the fact of doing several things at one time. In addition to that, in today’s359
world, we need to handle several things at one time. According to the consensus; if we can’t adapt ourselves to360
multitasking behavior, we can not finish what we need to do. Besides the internet makes us multi tasked, being361
multi tasked is a necessity.362

One of the psychologists proclaimed that, the personality differences can change the case. Some people are363
better with one work but others are better when they are doing several things. At this point, technology is364
effective and beneficial. However, if someone is already diagnosed with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder365
(ADHD) or heavily impatient, the e-mails, calls, social media notification create interruption.366

ix. To what extent, the fake avatars can create an impact with social media comments on consumers?367
The psychologists who think that fake avatars are effective on consumers, consider the subject; if the created368

lower-self has been accepted on social media, it is effective. On the other hand, they explained it from personality369
differences point of view and the affection dependency is on the person’s interactivity and changes from person370
to person. In addition to that, the subpersonalities are the ones which are in front of our eyes all the time thus,371
the consumers are going to get used to them and it creates a normality feeling.372

The explanations from the consumer side are based on the experiences. Getting the message and ideas from373
digital world plus the advice from the inner circle strengths the persuasion and supports buying behavior. In374
addition to that, Consumers are taking into the care a lot of criteria while reading the comments about a375
product. Today, the consumers became wiser and they can easily understand the purchased comments. It is hard376
to persuade and trick the consumer for today.377

x. ’People like to talk about themselves’ Regarding this, what do you think about the Twitter-like channels?378
According to the majority of psychologists, if we take a look at to the human nature, people needed to be379

looked by others. As long as people find someone to look at, it will remain on the agenda. In the digital380
world, presenting personal opinions are a part of daily life, submitting it as a detail and turning them into an381
explanation.382

xi. How do you interpret the online game advertising, considering the over-focused situation of the gamer to383
the screen?384

The majority of the psychologist based their opinions on the disturbance. According to the explanations,385
nobody wants to be interrupted during a pleasurable and joyful game and those ads can give damage to brands386
due to the annoyance. Eventually, there is something interruptive. Some of the psychologists found in-game387
advertising effective if there is something beneficial for the played game. If it is a new game advertisement, the388
probability of buying the new game is high for the game player because the target group is right over there.389
Those type of ads can take the attention completely. Due to the fact that, the user is locked on the screen and390
in-game ads can be disturbing but if the online game player is watching the ads to not pay money for the played391
game, the in-game advertising is effective.392
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21 DISCUSSION

19 xii. The virtue of changing channels has begun with TV and393

radio moreover, continued on the internet even faster. What394

do you think about it can cause hyper activity and attention395

disorder?396

Many of the psychologists explained it as a result of today’s world condition and sources from the system. The397
psychologists who considered ADHD as a result of today’s world condition, supported their opinions. According398
to the findings, instead of being a pathology, it is turning into a lifestyle. In addition to that, changing channels399
and contents are sourcing from the consumption society. It is normal if the people keep acting hyperactively400
without living the moment.401

Hyperactivity is observable on the from eating habits to friends meetings. The disrupted attention is an issue402
for today. However, TV, radio, the internet are the backbone of the consumption society.403

The different point of view of psychologists was explaining the change fashion, in terms of the media forms.404
If someone who suffers from ADHD, the patient can catch an eye on irrelevant advertising. Due to the lack of405
focus, the user watches the irrelevant ads however, if the users know what they want and very focused on what406
they want to watch, they would like to skip the ads as soon as possible. The impulse to skip the ads quickly can407
seem like an ADHD attitude but, it does not mean ADHD, refers to it solely.408

However one of the psychologists explained it as it is a source to do more free-association and it can open a409
discussion in terms of the benefits and losses. For a personality who is able to take the risk of all advantages and410
disadvantages, the assumption can be considered as a contribution to flexible personalities.411

IV.412

20 Conclusion and Indications413

The analyze of the results of interviews with 15 psychologists contributes understanding of consumer buying414
behavior in the light of media psychology. The majority of findings give support to online advertising efficiency415
in comparison with other tools of advertising for marketers. Especially considering the psychological factors416
affecting consumer behavior must be underlined by marketing strategists to get acquisitions. However disclosing417
and utilizing the internal influences of consumer psychology is beneficial for marketers but can cause a set of418
problems on consumers’ psychology.419

The major findings gathered from psychology professionals opinions indicated that the functionalist nature of420
internet increased the spending time in front of the computer-like tools. As a result of it, multi tasked nature421
of the internet reflects daily attitudes and daily attitudes are reflecting disturbingly to the real life from time to422
time. The internet connection is in the hands of the users all the time thus, users tend to skip, change or overlook423
the items. Those speedy behaviors refer to ADHD during the daily life. For instance; even in a restaurant, if424
people can not even wait till their ordered food comes to the table, this situation refers to ADHD.425

Due to the media consumption, ads are getting clever each day via resolution of consumer psychology and that426
situation is causing new psychological problems just like FOMO. Brands are promoting FOMO thus addiction427
is being endorsed and particularly cosmetic industry is using emotional manipulation via advertising. Those428
situations are more effective on introvert personalities and cause to move off from reality. As a result of it, extreme429
consumption of goods, services or ideologies emerges and all those factors show themselves in a stress disorder430
from such as PTSD. The habit formed consumption is beneficial for brands however extravagant manipulation431
via advertising can cause the need of psychological help on consumers. Thus, the limitation on advertising is432
suggested.433

On the other hand, advertising can be good for both the brand and the consumer. The mutual benefit factor434
brings prestige to the brand and also does not bother the consumer. To exemplify that, perceptively used in-435
game advertising is very successful in comparison with non-contextual advertising by far. This is because it is436
profitable for game player and the ingame advertiser. On the other hand, casting an everyday people as a method437
of advertising such as sponsoring a YouTuber, can help to promote brand popularity and contribute financially438
for the brand’s products. As an inference from the opinions of the psychologist; all the other advertisers should439
be attentive to the content-relation when they advertise because instead of the media, the content comes into440
prominence.441

V.442

21 Discussion443

Unlike the McLuhan’s (1967) submission ”The medium is the message.”, the gathered implications from444
psychologists showed the importance is on the content of message not the media tools. However considering445
the marketing 4P and the nature of advertising, the preferred media alter the perception and buying behavior.446
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22 VI.447

23 Further Research448

The study needs to be conducted with more amount of psychologists. The Media Psychology branch must be449
known more by psychologists to get more precise results. In addition to that apart from in-depth interviews, the450
quantitative research has to be conducted for consumers to evaluate statistical results of nonprofessionals. Only451
with the quantitative and qualitative combinations of results can open up a better way for the understanding452
application of media psychology’s usefulness. 1 2 3

characteristics have been changed due to the
confidentiality.
c) Conceptual AnalysisandInterpretationof
Hypotheses
i. The social media channels are used to socialize
however, brands advertising promotes FOMO (fear
of missing out) when the brand’s social media
account is posting very much information to stay in
the consumer’s mind. How do you interpret that the
brands are supporting FOMO and promote
addiction?

Figure 1:
453

1© 2017 Global Journals Inc. (US)
2A Qual?tat?ve Study by Interpretat?ons of Psycholog?sts about Effects of Med?a Psychology on Consumer-

Buy?ng Behav?or
3© 2017 Global Journals Inc. (US) 1
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